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A message from Jo

As we see cities and entire countries around the globe going 
into lockdown mode, we wonder what lies ahead for our 
community and the whole of 
New Zealand. Understandably 
we all feel anxious to some 
degree. 

In the midst of all this, one thing 
hasn't changed—our human 
desire for connection and to 
support each other. It’s heart-
warming to witness the 
numbers in our community 
coming forward to offer 
assistance to others. We wish 
you well through this unprecedented circumstance.  

We are working away behind the scenes to encourage 
council to access funding and programs coming online to 
assist with economic recovery. We are observing benefit 
which has come from this slowdown. With quiet roads we see 
an increase in community members out cycling and walking 
within their bubbles. This article on The Spinoff I think is a 
good read, let’s think about what we want to hold onto as we 
move down through levels 3, 2 and 1 of lockdown. 
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Thoughts for the 
day

“When I was a boy I was 
told that anybody could 
become President; I'm 
beginning to believe it.” 
Clarence Darrow American 
lawyer (1857- 1938) 

“Without the freedom to 
criticise, there is no true 
praise” Pierre 
Beaumarchais, playwright 
(1732-1799) 

Contact Us

Our email address is: 
visionkerikeri@gmail.com 

We also regularly update our 
website 
www.visionkerikeri.org.nz              

Follow us on 
Facebook:

https://
www.facebook.com/
visionkerikeri/
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Council Matters
 The sad story of Kerikeri’s main street problem 1931 to 2020

Projects the likes of Te Hononga, which creates a community hub and town square 
in Kawakawa are close to completion and a Kaitaia Town Centre Revitalisation project has been 
put forward as part of a funding application for spade ready projects under Crown 
Infrastructure Funding as part of our governments economic recovery plan. FNDC’s 
application seeks investment upward of $300 million dollars spread over a variety of projects 
region wide. We hope for the benefit of our districts economic recovery that council is 
successful in their application. 

But we ask why here in Kerikeri we are yet to reclaim our town centre?  

When will investment in our infrastructure and urban planning be prioritised?  

How long will it take for our CBD bypass to be considered spade ready? 

This certainly gives the impression Kerikeri's needs are being denied, we continue to work with 
our local councillors to ensure the urgency of our needs are acknowledged and infrastructure 
prioritised. 

In 1931, in the infant village of Kerikeri, a scheme for the commercial centre of Kerikeri was 
proposed “with a plan to use a triangular development between Kerikeri Road and Cobham 
Road. To implement this, Hobson Avenue was put through. In spite of all the planning, the 
township developed with a kind of haphazard spontaneity and like many other disadvantaged 
small towns, with through traffic passing along the main street”. (source KK Heritage of Dreams, Nancy 
Pickmere, P121) 

That is the problem we are still trying to resolve 90 years later but instead of a few Bedford 
lorries trundling through the middle of town, today we have  thousands of vehicles, numerous 
pedestrians, some the vulnerable elderly, and a growing number of cyclists. 

We have failed, for years to get a bypass to take traffic out of the Main Street and failed yet 
again in 2018 when all Kerikeri roads, including the bypass, were taken out of the 3 year plan 
based on the perception held elsewhere, that that the Eastern Ward always receives 
preferential treatment and Kerikeri receives too much. 

Council commissioned in lieu, an Integrated Transport Plan and hired consultants. Progress in 
the study to date has been unimpressive with out of town consultants showing obvious lack of 
empathy and knowledge of the reality in terms of community impact. Contrary to the strong 
advocacy of VKK, Our Kerikeri and others at two consultation meetings, the CBD bypass was 
ranked No 35 under the Road Networks category in the draft ITP Programme Plan of 12 
February and was not ranked at all under the safety category. 

The CBD bypass may have a low ranking as a network roading project, but it is primarily about 
urban design, liveability and safety. It is forced to perform as part of a network because Kerikeri 
has developed around a single road without a grid road network. Many cars merely wishing to 
cross Kerikeri pass the through the CBD. This appears to have fallen on deaf ears and does not 
seem to have been understood.  
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Kerikeri CBD Bypass is an essential precondition to the making of a thriving town center. A 
main street, dominated by cars is contrary to contemporary urban design practice and 
impedes the liveability. What should be a place for community connection and socialisation is 
functioning as a vehicular thoroughfare, this has a negative impact on both local business and 
social outcomes. It is essential that our CBD become more pedestrian friendly, It’s importance 
to our people has been confirmed during the recent public consultation by “Our Kerikeri”. 

The CBD bypass holds a significant safety component. Pedestrians particularly infirm elderly, 
find crossing of streets in the Kerikeri CBD difficult due to the dominance of vehicular traffic. 
There are very few inner cities or towns in the world which prioritise in this way. There is only 
one pedestrian crossing and 21% of the population is over the age of 65 compared to 14% 
nationally. This project is not listed or ranked under ‘Safety projects’. A pedestrian crossing on 
the main thoroughfare out of town and on a one-way system causes gridlock and only 
exacerbates the dominance of private vehicles. 

The consultation at the ITP briefing on February 18th was lamentable. More than 200 projects 
had to be ranked in 25 minutes. The criteria for determining the scores in various categories 
were not described, are not understood, are not transparent and have not been provided 
following requests and give an impression of secrecy. The CBD bypass obtained a large 
negative score for implementation, environmental and social wellbeing which we find 
ludicrous. It is not difficult to implement, most property is Council owned, and social well-being 
is enhanced by reducing the threat to safety. A planned urban environment which is designed 
for purpose enhances environmental well-being by improving walkability and creating 
opportunities for alternative modes of transport such as cycling to take hold. Local business’ 
particularly retail, food and beverage outlets also look to make significant gains, according to 
data and feedback gathered from examples of projects completed in other urban locations.  

Conclusions  

The process, no doubt expensive, is starting to look like a predetermined defeat for the CBD 
bypass.  

There seems to be a certain deafness by the consultants and by Council officers which is a 
continuation of our past experience. 

We have been ignored too long but there is little confidence within the present FNDC structure 
that our community has been or will be heard. 

We are working hard along with Our Kerikeri and our local councillors to drive the necessity of 
this infrastructure home. We are attempting to push council to access funding for Tactical 
Urbanisation projects through the Innovating Streets Fund. To enable short term projects to 
gather feedback, test and drive change. 
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Water 

By Rod Brown 

We can’t do without it. This years drought has certainly reinforced that.  

FNDC has received significant support from central government for temporary supplies, but 
the cost to ratepayers will still run into several millions of dollars. The drought has been a cost 
to many individuals and families at $300 per water tanker in Kerikeri District, and waits of four 
weeks have been reported. 

Vision Kerikeri has submitted for about 15 years without effect that all new construction houses 
should have a water tank. This would assist Council in providing infrastructure, taking some 
demand off both water supplies and stormwater. Water reticulation is expensive and 
successive councils over the years have had difficulty providing an adequate water supply for 
dispersed communities with our small rating base. 

Some projects have been on the 
works programme for many years. A 
water tank would not necessarily 
make a household independent of 
town supply but would supplement 
council’s infrastructure demands and 
its size. As displayed in the map 
(right) for April, rainfall over the 
region and sub-regions is very 
variable and even before the drought 
has properly broken (i.e. weeks of 
sustained rainfall) short heavy 
showers as have been experienced in 
some areas are enough to top up 
tanks and take pressure off point 
source reticulated water which may 
be under stress.  

There is possibly an economic case in 
smaller communities for Council to 
fund a household tank(s) and filters 
rather than reticulating water supplies 
at great expense and with long 
delays. Council might also use its 
purchasing power to secure a lower price or even give a grant for households, existing 
dwellings or commercial premises wanting to ’retro-fit’ a tank.  

With the likelihood of long dry summers becoming the ‘new normal’, action is required now to 
secure water supplies across the district.  
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FNDC Annual Plan 2020/21 - VKK’s submission

By Rolf Mueller-Glodde 

While FNDC’s consultation document merely asked for 2 relatively minor issues (depreciation 
of assets and library late fees), we considered the difficult circumstances in our submission 
which is detailed here: 

Three Emergencies 
It appears that we are dealing with three emergencies presently, of which the consultation 
document only mentions the drought-caused water shortages.  Climate Change and the 
Covid-19 Pandemic remain un-mentioned, but must be expected to require substantial 
unplanned funding.  How will that fit into the LTP 2018-2028 and especially 2020/21?  Annual 
plans serve the review of long-term plans to check whether they are still being realistic. 

Obviously, there are now huge uncertainties, but what are the plans and provisions?   

Water  
(see Rod Brown’s article on page 4)  

Climate Change 
We are aware that the FNDC Climate Change Strategy Team is working on an appropriate 
Climate Change long-term strategy in parallel to the FNDC2100 Strategy Team.  It must be 
expected that substantial funding will be required for the implementation of those strategies 
with appropriate projects.  Strategy and action are extremely urgent in view of potentially 
irreversible conditions by 2030. 

Corona Pandemic 
Devastating consequences are obvious from this un-expected pandemic, and all levels of 
government will be required to mitigate the effect on citizens and businesses.  Council’s 
income from rates, fees, charges and investments might fall in the short term.  While this is a 
unique and unforeseen crisis, Council needs to use the rising opportunities of the 
Government’s offered substantial funding for “shovel-ready” and other projects (including for 
overdue infrastructure like water, wastewater and transport) to re-ignite the economy and to 
improve the social, economic, environmental and cultural wellbeing of our district.  Direct long-
term borrowing might be required as well for worthwhile effects at the relatively low cost of 
existing interest rate levels for loans and bonds. 

We expect transparent information and consultation about the problems, funding 
requirements and provisions as well as opportunities arising from such Government’s 
substantial financial support. 

Council Meetings to be live-streamed 
For such transparent democracy, we request to arrange the meetings of Council and 
Community Boards to be live-streamed.  This is not only relevant, especially now when 
meetings are held by conference calls, but also when physical meetings resume.  Enabling 
citizens to participate passively and, with prior arrangement, even actively in the meetings has 
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numerous advantages: saving time and travel expense, reduction of petrol and road usage, 
better acoustics, etc. 

Accounting Policy 
We agree with the proposed change of Accounting Policy in respect of depreciation of non-
essential assets, but caution to define such groups of assets carefully.  Civil Defence alarm 
systems must be expected to maintained and upgraded continuously to work effectively and 
must thus be considered “essential”.  Same for solid waste assets and maritime assets other 
than minor assets like boardwalks and benches. 

Furthermore, we wonder whether it is really meant to spend about $2.4m annually for four 
years (i.e. $9.6m) for the Asset Condition Assessment Program rather than including urgent 
repairs along the way.  Also, wouldn't such an assessment program be part of ongoing work 
funded by the reserves set aside through depreciation?   

Library Fees 
We agree with the removal of late return fines for children and young adults for the reasons 
provided. 

Arvida Retirement Village 

By Rolf Mueller-Glodde 

Arvida requested FNDC to publicly notify their application for Resource Management Consent 
for stage 1 and 2 for the planned Retirement Village at the end of Hall Road.  Your VKK 
committee sent a letter of support for the public notification, so that neighbours, residents and 
the wider community has an opportunity to provide their opinions, and also suggested to 
include information about any offered benefits to the Kerikeri community in lieu of 
development fees.  The committee will also continue its efforts to extend the Wairoa Stream 
Track through the requested esplanade reserve, as already agreed by Arvida in principle.  The 
already commenced earth moving activities on the site have been halted by the Covid-19 
situation, work on the new water mains, pedestrian path and lighting has yet to be started. 

Kerikeri Domain Update 

By Jo Lumkong 

There has been much misinformation on social media regarding the Domain, we thought it 
would be good to give an update and try and give clarity where we can.  

We congratulate the Community board and in particular Rachel Smith on the thorough 
community engagement and consultation process. Our overall experience was positive and we 
believe the community and stakeholders have been heard and well represented in the Kerikeri 
Domain Management Plan.  

The Domain is a special place and needs to be protected for future generations and treasured 
as our only green space in the CBD. We believe that the adopted plan pays respect to this 
place, whilst also providing flexibility. This aids in encouraging design for optimising access 
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and use for all and allows for innovation, efficient use of resources and creativity while having 
community wellbeing as it’s central focus. 

We know many are upset at the council decision for this to no longer be a ‘sports ground’ 

FNDC is actively seeking to purchase land for a new sports hub to provide a more suitable 
home to a number of sports codes not adequately catered for.  

We are worried about the level of misinformation out in the public realm e.g. comments that a 
road is running through it, commercial buildings are being built, no green space will be left 
etc.  We encourage you to take 5 minutes to look at the approved plan (links to plan PDF on 
FNDC website).  

We understand that the newly demolished Pavilion held sentimental value with many positive 
and fond memories, but according to FNDC, the Pavilion was significantly fire damaged, 
asbestos identified, and the cost of repairing was prohibitive. It is done, it is down now let’s 
begin as a community to look to where we go from here.  

FNDC had resolved last year to form a “Domain Management Committee” this still sits with 
council to resolve the structure of such a committee and prepare required legal 
documentation. It has been determined that council/community board will have a committee 
representative. We have requested an update as this will inform the next steps for this special 
place.   

Domain Concept Plan 
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Wairoa Stream Projects
Planting programme

All activity stopped with the advent of Covid-19 Level 4 restrictions. At the time of lockdown 
the Friends of Wairoa Stream work programme was preparing 17 sites for planting, distributed 
along about 4 km of stream, by hand weeding, strimming, spraying, and at Alderton Park, 
clearing Taiwan Cherry trees. We have 2,500 plants for this season funded by Trees that Count 
and Matariki Tu Rakau.  

The objective is to link patches of remnant forest to create a continuous or near continuous 
forest walkway and a wild life corridor, by eliminating weeds as far as possible, especially weed 
tree and vine species, which always proliferate when the original forest cover is removed.  

Deforestation is serious – whether by burning Amazonian forest in Brazil for cattle raising, palm 
oil production in Malaysia, or the 80% of NSW forests lost in the recent fires precipitated by 
drought. Forests have been described as the lungs of the planet.  Forest fires are estimated to 
produce 5 to 10% of global emissions.  Climate lags behind the CO2 level. 

The more than 14,000 native plants planted so far along the stream banks are making a 
difference in our region to bio-diversity but also to CO2 absorption. Unlike plantation forests 
like Pinus Radiata, which are cropped, our trees will retain their carbon.  Our earliest plantings 
now have resident birds nesting in them.  

Planting and the drought

 It is a bit difficult to remember with this new crisis that we are still experiencing drought. A 
delay in planting can be accommodated as despite about 85mm of rain in March the drought 
is not yet broken and soil moisture levels have not been replenished.  The rain in March meant 
bucket brigades from the stream have been discontinued. Our plants in general have survived.  

Public planting

A public planting at Sammaree Reserve of 1,600 plants is planned for Sunday 19th July but is 
dependent on the duration of Corona-19 lock down and rules in force at the time. 

Vandalism

In the last newsletter we reported vandalism with theft or defacing of signs. Stupidity continued 
in January with board walks being torn up and thrown into the stream. As reported in the press 
one of the team caught a group of boys in the act. A board walk has been anchored with 50 kg 
of cement and steel reinforcing rod, an unnecessary expense of money and labour by 
volunteers.  A solution could be to reduce summer school holidays for boys by 2 weeks while 
girls retain a full holiday. Meanwhile stupidity continues with two rat traps stolen though one 
was located later in the stream. Foolishness as the trappers with their 20 traps have caught 30 
rats. 
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Weeding by Guides, Brownies and Pippins

Stage 2 of a track extension along a Wairoa tributary

Stage 2 of a track linking the Main Wairoa track to Kerikeri township may now start as soon as 
Covid-19 restrictions are lifted. Stages 2 and 3 of the track along the tributary bank are on 
private land and are only possible by the generosity of the land owners Dave and Avril Warren 
who have very kindly granted an easement.  Stage 1 of 70 metres was planted and opened last 
year. Stage 4 is along the Mill Lane paper road extension. The legal and survey fees are being 
funded by the Walking Access Commission. Stage 2 will be planted out in a public planting on 
July 19th dependent on Covid-19 restrictions. It will take FOWS a couple of years to complete 
the track. The map on page 10 shows the planned extensions. 
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On Tuesday 10th March about 20 Brownies, Girl Guides and 5 or 6 year old Pippins, under their 
leader Barbara Roberts, weeded the very weed infested Inlet Estate plantings (southern end). 
They cleared myriad brush wattle and gorse seedlings and tobacco weed assisted by mentors Jan 
Barnett, Bill Brownell, David James and Rod Brown from FOWS. 
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Planned Track Extensions 

Comment

Climate change: Is there local evidence? 

By Rod Brown 

If you are curious to see what is happening locally I’ve had a look at my home records. 

The chart (page 11) shows the extreme variance of summer rainfall but also a small linear 
decline toward drier summers (average is 386mm). The very wet summers had a large 
contribution from one or several storm events notably February 2011 when 385mm fell in 27 
hours; Jan 2011 297mm in 24 hours; Feb 2018 230 mm over 4 days. These are usually 
associated with weather events of tropical origin arriving from the NE. We have not had one for 
several years.  An observation is that a drought has usually been followed by a wetter than 
average summer in the following year but 2019 was followed by another drought in 2020. Is 
this a trend? Not yet but it is what is expected from climate models of drier summers in the 
north and east. Long term more westerly winds are also predicted. These would have 
implications for our plantings and our fauna among other things. 

Spring rains also show considerable variability although less than in summer (average = 
281mm). There is a greater linear drying trend than in summer. Particularly notable is from 
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2014 to 2018 there was less than the average 281 mm summer rainfall which indicates a drying 
trend although 2019 was about normal. Most years are clustered around the average but 2011 
was abnormal as in early December 131 mm of rain fell in 2 days and not long after a further 
191mm in 5 days. 
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There does seem to be evidence of drier summers and springs from this time sequence of 15 
years. Our challenge on Wairoa stream is not just making tracks but reestablishing forest to link 
with remnant bush as wildlife corridors. Native plants are well adapted to variable climate once 
established. Our earliest plantings, now 6 years old have managed well and have native bird 
residents and nests are being found. It is the first couple of years getting plants established in 
dry conditions recently which have proved a little difficult. 

Let’s create more public walkways along rivers, streams and 
coastlines.  
By Rod Brown  

Many in the Far North enjoy walking for exercise or pleasure, and public walking tracks along 
rivers are proving especially popular. In Kerikeri, for example, a new walkway on Wairoa Stream 
attracts many people daily, while recently-restored reserves at Peacock Garden and Reinga 
Road support access to waterways. Local volunteers created these walkways, removing 
rubbish, weeding, planting native trees and turning ugly neglected areas into assets for the 
entire community. 

Community groups would like to create more riparian walkways but, sadly, public access is 
often blocked by pieces of private land. 

Today we have riparian walking tracks only because Councils in the past had the foresight to 
create Esplanade reserves – strips of land that allow public access along the margins of a river, 
stream, lake, wetland or coastline.  Currently, when land is subdivided, the Far North District 
Council has the power to establish more Esplanade areas.  The District Plan (s14.2) aims to 
achieve a ‘comprehensive network’ of access strips along the coast and waterways in locations 
valued for recreation, public access and/or conservation.  Land needs to be earmarked for 
creating Esplanades in future when land is developed – indicated by Esplanade Priority Areas 
in the District Plan’s zone maps. 

However, there’s a risk that Council may hesitate to create more Esplanades because 
maintenance costs are regarded as a burden. Such a view would be shortsighted – a wider 
perspective is important. Examples such as Wairoa Stream demonstrate that riparian access 
need not be a ratepayer burden, but a community asset with many benefits. 

Communities don’t need to sit back waiting for our resource strapped Council to shoulder the 
maintenance work for all public reserves.  Local groups can play a major role in turning 
neglected stream-side reserves into beautiful walkways.  A community-initiated project in 
partnership with Council can be a rewarding way of enhancing public amenities.  Council can 
acquire positive assets at very low cost. 

Although some new esplanade reserves may initially remain neglected, over time a community 
group is likely to take the lead in restoring it.  We have seen how local volunteers can become 
motivated for diverse reasons – getting rid of unsightly rubbish, beautification, attracting native 
birds, tree planting to absorb harmful greenhouse gases, or simply to improve property values. 
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Access to the splendid waterfall on Wairoa stream, for example, is now mentioned in real 
estate advertisements.  

However, the essential first step is for Council to acquire more Esplanades and designate 
additional areas as future Esplanades - to remove gaps and create continuous access strips 
along key waterways. Without a continuous strip, a walkway can be blocked by private 
ownership, as occurred on Wairoa Stream until a landowner eventually granted an easement – 
it only needed a small 80 metre strip. 

Council needs to plan for future generations and a growing population by securing continuous 
Esplanade areas, making links to new roads during subdivision, providing a fund for land 
purchase when necessary, and erecting marker posts to indicate public access areas. 

An opportunity lost 
Although KK has been representing the need for public access to rivers, streams and coastline 
for some time, a recent subdivision consent at Doonside Road on Rangitane Stream was not 
referred by FNDC consents to Council reserve planners for consideration of an Esplanade 
Reserve. The opportunity has now been lost. 

The Carbon Neutral Project
By Rolf Mueller-Glodde 

Monumental things have happened on the Carbon Neutral front since the last letter in 
December: 

In January the Ministry of Education finally provided a new school curriculum on climate 
change: pretty progressive and entertaining for years 8-14, with lots of videos from young 
scientists and good experiments for the class room. In fact, it was a bit alarming for some more 
conservative groups, but for the teachers and students it should be like a ginseng tonic! See 
for yourselves: https://nzcurriculum.tki.org.nz/Curriculum-resources/Education-for-
sustainability/Tools-and-resources#collapsible1 

The water shortage in Northland brought the climate change connectedness to everybody’s 
minds and gardens!  It became obvious that we need to be better prepared for these new 
weather phenomena: water tanks, leakage detection in water pipes, key-line water retention 
ponds, better in-soil irrigation schemes, planting stream banks, restricting overuse of irrigation 
for horticulture...  Northland is surrounded by water and supplied with ample sunshine for solar 
panels, so desalination might be a feasible solution.. 

The sudden Covid19 crisis showed us what a powerful trigger can do for the environment. Fear 
for our lives suddenly made us behave in ways that obviously helps the environment.  We 
have to devise new ways of strengthening our economy with built-in environmental protection. 
We need everybody with experience and imagination for that task, and we have many clever 
people in Kerikeri to do that! 

In the past three months we have been inspired by Prof. James Renwick about CH4 Global's 
new seaweed farming to reduce cattle’s methane output, Walter Jehne about 
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regenerative farming with soil improvement (CO2 credits for farmers’ paddocks!), Prof. Susan 
Krumdieck about transition engineering (100 year plans and planning to reduce wicked 
problems), and Jonathan Drew about CO2 emissions of food consumption in New Zealand.  

More information will follow on our website www.carbonneutraltrust.org.nz. 

Finally, you might have seen us in the latest Forest & Bird magazine: our letter to the editor 
“Know your carbon footprint” was not only the “best letter winner” but was also followed up 
with the editor’s personal experience with our carbon calculator, which made her aware of how 
her family can reduce their carbon footprint. 
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